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On April 19, 2023, three anarchists were killed in battle near Bakhmut: an American
named Cooper Andrews, an Irishman named Finbar Cafferkey, and a Russian named
Dmitry Petrov, known to us until then as Ilya Leshy. People in our networks have shared
undertakings with all three of these comrades over the years.

In the following eulogy, we explore the life of Dmitry Petrov, who also went by the noms
de guerre Ilya Leshy and Fil Kuznetsov. For background, you should start by reading the
statements from his comrades in the Anarcho-Communist Combat Organization, the Resis-
tance Committee, and Solidarity Collectives, as well as Dmitry’s statement from beyond the
grave.

A few weeks before the war began, Dmitry participated in an interview that we included
in our coverage of the unfolding situation. On the first day of the Russian invasion, under
what must have been challenging conditions, Dmitry took time to speak with us about how
anarchists were responding. Throughout our exchanges over the following year, we were
impressed by his humility, the earnestness with which he approached his efforts, and his
sincere desire for critique.1

When Dmitry was killed, his comrades revealed that he had been involved in some of
the most significant anarchist initiatives in 21st-century Russia, including co-founding the
Anarcho-Communist Combat Organization. Here, we will provide an overview of his efforts
as a snapshot of the past two decades of struggle in the post-Soviet world, concluding with
a translation of his text, The Mission of Anarchism in the Modern World.

No one in our collective believes that state militarism can bring about the world
we desire to live in. We are internally divided over the issue of anarchists par-
ticipating in military resistance to the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Some of us
believe that serving in a state military formation can never advance the anarchist
cause. Others believe that the decision to do so can only be understood in view
of the brutal autocracy that prevails in Russia, in which committed anarchists
like Dmitry had tried virtually every other approach. If we reject state militarism,
it is an open question how else to respond to imperialist invasions—and we will
be better equipped to approach that question if we understand the life trajectory
of Russian anarchists like Dmitry.

1 One of Dmitry’s virtues, at least in our communication with him, was that he retained a humble, open-
minded approach to strategy while nonetheless acting decisively. This stands in stark contrast to the strident
voices on every side of the debate about the Russia-Ukraine war who lecture each other from a position of
absolute certitude without ever having set foot in either country. In the interview we published at the beginning
of 2022, asked how he might answer those who charged that participating in the military defense of Ukraine
would make anarchists into accomplices of the Ukrainian government, Dmitry responded, “First of all, I would
answer them—thanks, this is a valuable critique. We really need to evaluate how to intervene so as not to just
become a tool in some state’s hands.” In the last message we received from him, in March 2023, he concluded,
“If you have any questions, if you have any advice, any thoughts, any analysis to share, I would be super happy
to hear it, and super interested.” This is a remarkable thing for a person who is risking his life daily to say to
people far away in conditions of relative safety.
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A Life in Combat

According to one of our contacts in the Russian anarchist movement, Dmitry was an
active participant in anarchist activities in Moscow starting when he was a teenager, as early
as 2004. He became known to other comrades as Ekolog (“ecologist”) on account of his
environmentalism, organizing against the construction of incinerators and for the defense
of Bitsevski Park in Moscow. He also participated in Food Not Bombs, the anarchist MPST
union (“Interprofessional Workers’ Union”), and a variety of other initiatives.

While Dmitri was becoming more active in the anarchist movement, fascists and police
were escalating their violence against it. They had begun maiming and killing activists and
journalists and even their lawyers; Fedor Filatov, Ilya Borodayenko, Timur Kacharava, and
Anna Politkovskaya were only a few of the many casualties. In January 2009, the lawyer
Stanislav Markelov and the journalist and anarchist eco-activist Anastasia Baburova were
murdered in downtown Moscow. The previous summer, Dmitry had fought alongside Anas-
tasia Baburova to defend Georgian refugees from Abkhazia who were staying in Yasnyi
proezd in Moscow.

The following month, Dmitry took part in a clandestine action claimed under the name
People’s Retribution. According to one account, this was a landmark event in Russia:

The first anti-cop arson of a new generation of anarchist rebels took place on
the night of February 19–20, 2009. The next day, a video was published on the
internet on behalf of the group People’s Retribution, showing anonymous people
throwing Molotov cocktails at police cars. “People’s Retribution” announced the
destruction of two cars and called on “every self-respecting person… to stand
up against the arbitrariness and despotism of the police, secret services, and
bureaucracy.”

Afterwards, Dmitry participated in establishing an anonymous platform for reporting such
clandestine actions, the Black Blog, which began publishing in May 2010. When the anony-
mous editors announced the end of the Black Blog in March 2019, they alluded to the
burning of the police cars on February 19, 2009: “More than ten years have passed since
we threw our first Molotov cocktail at the police.”

One of the flashpoints of conflict around Moscow at that time was the Khimki forest, which
anarchists and ecological activists were defending against corrupt officials and loggers and
the fascists in their employ. On July 28, 2010, the fight over Khimki came to a head when
hundreds of anarchists and anti-fascists marched on the local municipal offices in response
to a fascist attack. We don’t know what Dmitry’s precise involvement in these events was.
The anonymous report we received from Russian anarchists seems to bear the work of a
familiar hand; but in an interview, an anonymous representative of Black Blog denied that
they had participated in the demonstration at the municipal offices.

Over the following months, the authorities detained and tortured over 500 anarchists and
anti-fascists. Several were forced to flee the country. Nonetheless, this was not enough to
suppress what was at that time a powerful movement. According to the aforementioned
account,
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2009–2012 was the peak of anarchist resistance in the history of the post-Soviet
region of Russia, Belarus, and Ukraine. Something happened almost every day,
especially in the Moscow region, day and night.

By summer 2012, over a hundred arson attacks had taken place targeting police stations
and vehicles, military enlistment offices, cars belonging to state officials, and construction
equipment intended to destroy forests. The Black Blog reported many of these actions,
including some claimed by additional groups that Dmitry reportedly participated in, such as
Anti-Nashist Action (countering the pro-Putin youth group, Nashi) and ZaNurgaliyeva (likely
an ironic reference to then-Minister of Interior Rashid Nurgaliyev, a former KGB functionary).

On June 7, 2011, for example, an improvised device exploded beside a traffic police post
at kilometer 22 of the Moscow Ring Road. The Anarchist Guerilla group claimed responsi-
bility with a video of the explosion on the Black Blog. According to the Anarcho-Communist
Combat Organization, Dmitry participated in this action.

In a subsequent interview, pseudonymous participants in the burning of the police post
described the action in detail. Here is an excerpt:

DENIS: We are descending from the crossing over the Moscow Ring Road. It’s
almost light now. Some pensioner is already here walking his dog. I must say,
according to our experience of night outings, this category of citizens is one of
the very first to appear on the city streets in the morning. They say that in old age
people sleep very little. Although our faces are covered, I still feel anxiety—after
all, a witness can remember something. Of course, this is complete madness—
to return to a failed bomb, and even in the light, in full view of the whole neigh-
borhood. But so much effort has been expended—it is impossible to leave with
nothing.
Let’s return to the post. Everything is the same as we left: a basin with coal and a
cylinder stands between the fence and the booth. Alexei goes to the edge of the
concrete ditch, lights a phosphorus match, and throws it into the basin. Nothing
happens. Has the gasoline burned away? Discouraged, we slowly walk back to
the bridge. “Listen, did you definitely see the match fall into the basin?” I ask
Alexei. “Yeah, it looked like it.” “But you can’t say for sure?” “No, I’m not sure.”
Last try. We return, I climb over the ditch, approach the fence, light a match, throw
it right into the basin and… a bluish flame spreads over the coal. It happened!
Now we are running, our hearts are beating—what if the explosion catches us
in a conspicuous place? But the joy of success drowns out the anxiety.
BORIS: It was starting to get light. I noticed an incomprehensible movement
behind the booth. I looked closely, I realized that it was the reflection of fire on
the trees. It was burning!
But suddenly a car quickly drove into the parking lot, illuminating the booth with
its headlights. A traffic cop ran out of the car, took out a fire extinguisher, and
began to put out the flames. Unsuccessfully. On the contrary, it seemed that
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the fire flared up more and more. The traffic cop ran into the post and came out
with another fire extinguisher, a larger one. Again, failure—the flame only blazed
more and more. Apparently, having decided not to risk it, the traffic cop returned
to his post. The flame, meanwhile, rose above the booth—but there was still
no explosion. The camera I was using stopped recording for the second time; I
pressed “record” again. Police cars began to arrive at the post.
And then there was an explosion.
Everything was lit up by a flash, a bright orange flame shot up about fifteen
meters. We continued filming. Cars began to drive away from the traffic police
post, and just then our comrades returned. Alexei nervously shouted: “What are
you doing, they are coming after us!”

Nevertheless, the account concluded with an admonition characteristic of Dmitry’s later
writing:

You cannot seize power and impose anarchy on people from above. You cannot
make a revolution for them and force them to live in a new society. Anarchist
ideals will win only when people realize their strength, taking responsibility for
their own lives and each other’s. Therefore, the main thing is to restore people’s
faith in their own strength.

The same social tensions expressed in these clandestine actions eventually came to a
boil in mass participatory events. Across Russia, hundreds of thousands of people partici-
pated in the opposition movement of 2011–2012. On May 6, 2012, the “March of Millions”
ended in clashes with the police in Moscow’s Bolotnaya Square. Once again, according to
the Anarcho-Communist Combat Organization, Dmitry Petrov participated in the events in
Bolotnaya Square, alongside the anarchist Alexei Polikhovich and others who were subse-
quently imprisoned for attempting to defend demonstrators from armored riot police.

That was arguably the high-water mark of political possibility in Russia. Over the years
that followed, Putin’s government managed to establish a stranglehold on the country, sys-
tematically destroying or assimilating all forms of opposition. When we interviewed the
Anarcho-Communist Combat Organization last August, they traced the beginning of the
process that eventually led to the Russian invasion of Ukraine to the defeat of that move-
ment:

Perhaps, in theory, the political crisis of 2011–2012 could have ended Putin’s
rule, if all the opposition forces had acted more cohesively and radically. The
anarchists tried to radicalize the protest, but our forces were not enough, and
the authorities decided to launch the first serious waves of repression.

After the clashes on Bolotnaya Square, Dmitry continued to participate in both clandes-
tine action and public organizing. As the Anarcho-Communist Combat Organization related
to us in the aforementioned interview,
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“We are aware of examples in which some comrades have managed to balance
between public activity and the underground for quite a long time, and to be
quite active in both.”

In 2013, a protest movement broke out against the pro-Putin government of Ukraine, cul-
minating in the Ukrainian Revolution of February 2014. Although nationalists elbowed out
anarchists and other anti-authoritarians to take a prominent place in these events, that out-
come was not foreordained; things might have turned out differently if anarchists had been
more numerous and better prepared. The Yellow Vest movement of 2018–2019 in France
offers an example of a social movement in which nationalists initially had an advantage, but
anarchists and anti-fascists managed to outflank them.

While the outcome of the Ukrainian uprising was still up in the air, Dmitry Petrov traveled
to Kyiv to participate in the struggle on the Maidan, the central square of Ukraine’s capital
city. According to Vladimir Platonenko,

In February 2014, Ekolog [Dmitry] spent about ten days on the Maidan, having
come to Ukraine specifically for this. He took part in the arrangement of Ukrdom
[the “Ukrainian house,” a staging point for anarchists and anti-fascists during the
uprising, which was burned on February 18], delivering food to positions, and
even in the battle on February 18. But at the same time, he constantly tried to
develop an anarchist component in the general popular, complex, and hetero-
geneous Maidan protest movement. He participated in an attempt to create the
“Left Hundred,” created an “anarchist regiment” (with anarchist literature) in the
library of the Ukrdom, told the Maidan participants about the protests in favor
of the uprising that had taken place in Moscow and about the reasons for the
defeat of the protesters. He did not go with the flow; rather, he participated in
determining the flow of events to the best of his ability.

The situation in Ukraine was never simple. In the final entry on the Black Blog, dated
February 2015, the editors describe the debates among themselves regarding whether the
arsons in Ukraine that were reported to their platform represented genuine anti-state ac-
tivity or pro-Putin authoritarian activity. Rather than present a facile or sanitized narrative,
the authors summarized both views so that readers could draw their own conclusions—but
that was the last update to the Black Blog. This debate foreshadowed the later controver-
sies about how anarchists should position themselves in the war between the Russian and
Ukrainian governments.

In the years following his participation in the Ukrainian uprising, Dmitry maintained an on-
line journal chronicling his travels to sites of natural beauty and historical interest, including
parks, forests, and museums around Russia. He obtained a PhD in history and engaged in
anthropological studies as a researcher at the Center for Civilizational and Regional Studies
of the African Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

Inspired initially by an article written by David Graeber, Dmitry went to Rojava while the
war against the Islamic State was at its fiercest. He spent six months there. Afterwards, in
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2017, he discussed his experiences in this interview and participated in the research project
Hevale: Revolution in Kurdistan, which published multiple books.

Later, he contributed articles to the Ukrainian leftist site Commons about the impact of
COVID-19 in Rojava and the conflict between confederal and imperial models in Kurdistan.

According to Ukrainian anti-fascists, “He studied the revolutionary experience of the
Kurds deeply, and while he was critical, he respected it and sincerely tried to convey its
most valuable lessons.” By his own account, Dmitry aimed “not only to tell the Russian left
about the social revolution in Kurdistan, but also to share the anti-authoritarian worldview
with the Kurds themselves.”

In 2018, Dmitry left Russia. By that time, Putin’s regime had tamed the violent fascist
movement of the preceding decade and moved on to crushing all other social movements.
It was becoming standard practice for the Russian Federal Security Service to round up
suspected anarchists and anti-fascists and torture them via electrical shock and other hor-
rific methods in order to force them to sign false confessions admitting to participating in
invented “terror networks.”

As Dmitry later told the news site Doxa,

I avoided leaving the country as long as I could, but I left when I learned that the
security forces were interested in my modest person.

He chose Ukraine as his point of destination, considering its government to be the least
successfully authoritarian of the post-Soviet countries. In the Doxa interview, he described
his activities upon arriving there:

In Ukraine, we had initiatives among anarchist emigrants from Russia and Be-
larus, a kind of diaspora. And so it was a lot of different things: from the cinema
club and discussions to street actions. But the main thing was to establish ties
and an attempt to form systematically operating structures.

As we have noted elsewhere, it is becoming more and more important to find ways
to center the agency of refugees as wars, state repression, ecological catastrophes, and
economic crises force millions into exile. Yet at the same time that he was getting situated
in Ukraine, Dmitry must have continued organizing with anarchists in Russia from afar. The
Telegram channel Anarchist Combatant appeared that same year, in 2018.

In 2019, the editors of Black Blog announced the conclusion of the project. It had been
four years since the last post had appeared. They emphasized that they remained convinced
of the value of the strategy they had embraced in 2009:

We have sown our seeds and we are already seeing sprouts. Our enemies—the
oppressors and their henchmen within the “power structures”—could not stop us,
no matter how hard they tried.
We do not do these things to feed our egos. Everything we do, we do not for
personal ambition, but to advance the struggle for freedom and justice. We are
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convinced that we have succeeded. And now, ten years later, we declare to you,
as we did before, that we believe that our anti-authoritarian ideas are correct
and the radical path we have chosen is correct. The fight continues.

On June 10, 2020, at the high point of the George Floyd uprising in the United States
and in response to police violence in Ukraine, anarchists set fire to the Investigative De-
partment of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in Kyiv, sending a communiqué that appeared on
the Anarchist Combatant website. This should address any lingering doubts about whether
Dmitry sought to make peace with the Ukrainian authorities.

That summer, when an uprising broke out in Belarus, Dmitry illegally crossed the border
to participate. According to Belarusian anarchists,

During his stay in Minsk, he took part in dozens of marches, helped organize an
anarchist bloc at demonstrations, and even managed to pelt cops with their own
stun grenades. At night, when many Belarusians were resting, Leshy [Dmitry]
and other comrades took to the streets of Minsk and destroyed the surveillance
cameras that played an important role in the infrastructure of repression… In
the fall of 2020, he prepared several materials for our website. If you’ve ever
marched through Minsk beside an anarchist column, chances are that you’ve
walked shoulder to shoulder with this incredible man.

The uprising in Belarus was ultimately crushed; many of the anarchists who participated
remain in prison today, underscoring the considerable risks of insurrectionary activity in the
post-Soviet sphere. In September 2020, a blog post appeared from the Anarcho-Communist
Combat Organization: a communiqué from a clandestine partisan action in Belarus.

Surveying this trajectory, it is possible to interpret Dmitry’s path from the Black Blog
through the uprisings of 2012, 2014, and 2020 to the Anarcho-Communist Combat Orga-
nization as the continuous development of a single strategy. Blending public activity and
clandestine organizing, he sought to create a model suited to the volatile and dangerous
conditions of the post-Soviet countries, a model that could serve both to take advantage of
moments of possibility and to survive periods of intense repression. As state violence and
surveillance intensify, activists in other parts of the world may find that they need something
similar.

Starting before Russia invaded Ukraine in February 2022, Dmitry joined Ukrainian
and Belarusian anarchists in attempting to put together an explicitly anarchist and anti-
authoritarian military unit. One function of such a unit was to ensure that the participants
would not have to fight side by side with fascists, who are indeed present in the Ukrainian
military. In addition, Dmitry saw participating in the defense of Ukraine as an opportunity
to gain credibility for anarchist ideas in the eyes of the general public in Ukraine, and to
continue his own longstanding fight against Putin’s regime.

During the first phase of the Russian invasion, Dmitry and his comrades participated in
the territorial defense of the region around Kyiv, becoming integrated as an independent
unit in the Territorial Defense Forces. After this, their “anti-authoritarian platoon” became
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mired in military bureaucracy, putting the status of the non-Ukrainian members in limbo and
keeping the entire unit away from the fighting.

In July 2022, Dmitry wrote an analysis of the first four months of the “anti-authoritarian
platoon,” discussing its internal structure and evaluating its successes and failures. This
is an important historical document for those who are curious about the extent to which
the military model developed in Rojava can be reproduced in other circumstances. It will be
instructive for anyone who wants to discuss anarchist involvement in military affairs, whether
they seek to improve on it or to critique it.

Dmitry and others in the platoon were eager to get to the front. Eventually, the platoon
disbanded, and they succeeded in going to the front in a different formation. When last we
heard from him, he told us that he was about to leave that unit, in hopes of trying once more
to establish some kind of explicitly anti-authoritarian unit.

We will leave it to others to debate whether Dmitry’s persistent attempts to establish an
anarchist military unit represent the honorable continuation of his lifelong anarchist project,
a misguided departure from it, an error arising from some preexisting flaw within it, or a
courageous attempt to grapple with an almost impossible situation. Those who wish to hear
his own thoughts on the matter may choose from an array of interviews. It must not be for-
gotten that in addition to fighting in Ukraine, he continued to support sabotage and other
forms of subversive activity in Russia through the Anarcho-Communist Combat Organiza-
tion, and he continued to emphasize the importance of autonomy, horizontality, and direct
action to the anarchist struggle.

The sincerity of his effort, in any case, is beyond question.

My dear friends, comrades and relatives, I apologize to all those I hurt with my
leaving. I appreciate your warmth very much. However, I firmly believe that the
struggle for justice, against oppression and injustice is one of the most worthy
meanings that humans can fill their life with. And this struggle requires sacrifices,
up to the complete self-sacrifice.
The best memory for me is if you continue actively struggle, overcoming personal
ambitions and unnecessary harmful strife. If you continue to fight actively to
achieve a free society based on equality and solidarity. For you and for me and
for all our comrades. Risk, deprivation and sacrifice on this path are our constant
companions. But be sure – they are not in vain.
-Dmitri Petrov’s final statement

In an interview published in December 2017, Dmitry said “In general, almost everything
that is created by human hands is the fruit of the labor of countless people.” In that spirit, we
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do not seek to hold Dmitry up as an exemplary figure. Rather, his life affords us a glimpse
into the lives of many Russian anarchists, illuminating their courage and the challenges they
have faced.

Above all, Dmitry’s life is a testament to how much is possible even in the most difficult
conditions. Under a brutal dictatorship, faced with mounting adversity, he repeatedly found
ways to continue organizing and fighting for the future he desired.

None of this is intended to glorify death in battle. As the 21st century progresses, life
is becoming increasingly cheap—witness how the Wagner Group has intentionally used
prisoners as cannon fodder. Anarchists should be in no special hurry to risk our lives—
soon enough, there will be chances aplenty to die in the service of a variety of causes, or
for no cause whatsoever. Rather than seeking to prove our commitment by our deaths, let’s
express our passion for freedom in the way we live every moment of our lives.

Yet as authoritarianism rises around the world and war spreads from Syria to Ukraine,
from Ukraine to Sudan, we too may have to answer the questions that Dmitry confronted
when Russia invaded the country to which he had fled. If we are to be prepared for that
situation—especially if we want to propose other answers to those questions—we need to
study what has taken place in Russia. It may be that there is still time for things to turn out
differently in other parts of the world, if we act boldly enough—but time is growing tight.

When an anarchist dies, it is up to those of us who survive to put that comrade’s expe-
riences at the disposal of future generations. We can’t know for sure which perspectives
those who come after us will need most.

The Mission of Anarchism in the Modern World

It is not a new idea that today the great projects of rebuilding the world are in decline. In
the twentieth century, mighty movements mobilized millions of people to storm the heavens,
politically speaking, and carry out “great constructions” [in the sense of Soviet-era projects
aimed at reinventing society]. But over the course of the last century, one after another, they
went bankrupt both ethically and practically and soon lost relevance. Here, first of all, fascism
and communism of the Leninist variety come to mind. Even the seemingly triumphant liberal
project, in fact, simply dissolved into the global capitalist system and geopolitical game, in
which the mechanics are hardly liberal.

Of the ambitious ideocrats who dare to rebuild the world in accordance with their con-
victions, perhaps the voice of the jihadists is the only one that rings out loudly today. Yet
Islamic fundamentalism is obviously not the sort of project that a person with an anarchist
worldview can get behind.

Ill-fated global plans at the end of the twentieth century gave rise to deep pessimism and
paralysis in regards to the idea of transformation. However, the first decades of the new cen-
tury have clearly shown that the “end of history” is cancelled. Growing instability, rebellious-
ness, and ungovernability have manifested themselves. The number of anti-government
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demonstrations under a variety of slogans and flags has increased by several orders of
magnitude compared to the previous era.

At the same time, there is an acute need for fundamental change on the widest possible
territorial scale. We still need a new world, just as we did before. Almost everything that
exists in society is unacceptable and cannot serve as a framework for the present or the
future.

But what will the transformed reality be like? There are unpromising prophecies of a
“brave new world” ruled entirely by elites of post-humanity, or, conversely, of a new feu-
dalism and a great schism accompanied by a surge of brutal cruelty. These pictures are
accompanied by the prospect of a global ecological catastrophe. But in parallel with these
varieties of gloom, a different trend is becoming more and more apparent: the desire for di-
rect democracy, for egalitarian collectivity, for the eradication of inequality and oppression,
for a harmonious coexistence with nature. This trend is still “sprinkled” across many differ-
ent social currents, which have not yet formed into a united stream. Nevertheless, it brings
the relevance of anarchism back to life.

At a time when all other missionaries have shown themselves to be deceivers or maniacs,
the time has come for anarchists to remember their mission and reassert their global project.
What might its common features be?

Dismantle the Megamachine

Modern mass society is crowded into gigantic urban agglomerations. The lion’s share
of human life is controlled and directed by the laws of states, as well as by capitalist rela-
tions in the sphere of production, exchange, and consumption. As a result, modern man
finds himself in the position of an object manipulated by gigantic machine-like forces. At
the same time, we are immersed in constant turmoil. The modern world is characterized by
the sleep of reason and the suppression of deep feelings, replaced by momentary, exter-
nally controlled desires. This state is repugnant to human nature; it causes dissatisfaction,
followed by a longing for something different.

But the monstrous scale of the state fills us with fear and doubt: could we ever get out
from under its iron heel? The endless buying and selling that fills our daily lives along a
million different vectors aggravates our dependence and, even worse, corrupts and twists
us as if from within.

Yet the very course of life pushes a person to rebel—and a wealth of historical evidence
shows that even the most seemingly omnipotent social systems eventually collapse like a
house of cards, sometimes quite unexpectedly. These are the starting points of our struggle
against the prevailing order. To crush and dismantle the megamachine is the ambitious task
before the anarchist movement.
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New Community

Today we see a progressive atomization and weakening of collective ties. Neighbors
know less and less about each other, and sometimes they completely avoid each other.
Noisy family gatherings are becoming rarer and more forced.

The causes of this are complex and it is not easy to single out the main ones. There is
the growing sphere of individual entertainment, the general trend towards individual com-
fort, which is always threatened by “excessive” intimacy, and the notorious egoism, organic
to capitalist market society, which transforms any relationship into a temporary interaction
between two consumers for mutual benefit. The word “partner” is becoming more and more
conventional; in Russian, it suggests alienation, functioning as a kind of antonym to terms
like beloved, friend, comrade…

We consider the crisis of collectivity, of the joint existence of people, to be one of the
most catastrophic consequences of capitalism and state power. In addition to moralizing of
a purely ethical nature, the anarchist revolution also has concrete institutional instruments
for creating what we might call a “new communality.” These include popular assemblies,
gatherings, collective self-governing bodies, and economic entities. When the parasite of
the system, which has penetrated deep into the social fabric and separated us from each
other, is ripped away from the body of society, we will be faced with the necessity to restore
warm horizontal bonds and connect together in bonds of solidarity.

The collective creation of social life will stand in stark contrast to contemporary social
practices. Just look at the current initiative of the Russian authorities to organize voting by
mail—now even the imitation of choice will not draw together a crowd of strangers at the
ballot box.

Yes, we plan to get together to make decisions, to prepare food in crowded and noisy
kitchens instead of receiving it in sterile delivery bags, to introduce our children to their peers
on the street instead of just sitting them down to watch a cartoon alone… The degradation
of humanity that is unfolding before our eyes can stop. It must be stopped.

The Economy

Managing people for the purpose of personal gain, perceiving everything in the world—
both living and inanimate—as raw material with which to make a profit, the pathological
luxury of a tiny minority at the expense of the deprivation of the vast majority: these are
just a few of the most striking illustrations that characterize the modern economic model.
Its essence is diametrically opposed to what we consider just and right. All the reasons to
reject capitalism can be boiled down to two main theses:

1. This economic system is unethical, unjust, and degrading

2. It fails to provide a decent standard of living for all.

Cash and commodity relations, wage labor, investments, bank loans, and interest rates
are so deeply rooted in our everyday life that sometimes it seems as if it would be impossible
to get rid of them—as if without them, there would be immediate famine and decline.
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But we do have something to oppose to them: it is the human labor force (many thou-
sands of people today waste their labor on useless work, doing what are called “shit jobs”);
it is the labor experience of workers, which will enable them to maintain a boss-free econ-
omy; it is technology, which will enable society to regulate its production and distribution
system according to its needs and values… This should be enough to transfer the economy
from the hands of the elite to the control of society as a whole, to ensure the equitable man-
agement of production by laboring people and realize the principle “From each according
to ability, to each according to need.”

The mission of the anarchist movement is to root in society, by word, deed and example,
an understanding of the principles of economic justice and, having overthrown the state
and the capitalists, to “clear a space”—to create the social and political conditions for its
realization.

The Elimination of Discrimination

Modern society is filled with discrimination on a variety of grounds. People experience
discrimination on the basis of a wide range of attributes and characteristics. The reasons for
this include prejudice, whether centuries-old or new; the principle of collective responsibility;
and the way that people are alienated from each other in a world permeated by capitalist
relations.

Prejudice and collective responsibility are skillfully manipulated by unscrupulous politi-
cians.

Gender oppression is one of the oldest and most harmful forms of discrimination. Al-
though in Eastern Europe, as well as the “Western World,” the situation has changed signifi-
cantly compared to the openly patriarchal past, women remain oppressed. This is confirmed
by data regarding domestic, sexual, and gender-based violence and by the difference in av-
erage incomes. Practices and patterns of behavior that denigrate woman retain their force.
Take, for example, the attitude that “Politics is not a woman’s business.” There are many
such invisible cultural obstacles in our social reality that obstruct women from exploring their
full potential.

And there is another detail that often goes unnoticed, although it is one of the most
important. Relationships between all people in general are poisoned by gender stereotypes
and the mutual consumer attitude and selfishness rooted in them. Because of this, even the
most seemingly intimate connections cause people pain and unhappiness. The capitalist
and authoritarian worldview prevents true intimacy from emerging.

The mission of anarchism is to achieve genuine sisterhood/fraternity between people
over and above any group identity. We have a variety of tools at our disposal to pursue this:

1. the collaborative practice of building and managing society, which requires equal co-
operation and mutual warmth among all participants in the process 2. a revolutionary
political culture, which requires the conscious active involvement of representatives
of all oppressed groups in social effort together
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3. finally, a program of education and developing literacy, which helps people to leave
prejudice behind.

Thus, the ambition of the anarchist project is, in eliminating discrimination, to improve
interpersonal relations and, however naïve this may sound, to bring the love of the neighbor
back into our lives. Capitalism and authoritarianism stand in the way of this, but they are not
insurmountable obstacles.

Resolving National Conflicts

Since time immemorial, human society has been shaken and terrorized by violent
confrontations motivated by ethnic or national cultural differences. Additional criteria have
been invented and added alongside those, including religious and racial differences.
Inter-national and inter-ethnic conflicts reached a new intensity in the era of nation-states,
which remain the chief form of political organization to this day. With their emergence, the
question of which nation has legitimate right to rule a particular state began to be raised
with extreme urgency. Which land “rightfully belongs” to which national group? The result
has been the immeasurable suffering of millions of innocent people: forced assimilation,
mass deportations and, finally, brutal acts of mass murder. Yet after all this, national
conflicts still flare up all over the world.

Hardly any other imaginary contradictions in the history of mankind have had as horrific
consequences as ethnic conflict. National conflicts are often based on the interests of na-
tional political and economic elites and state bureaucracies, as well as the most ignorant
prejudices and distorted ideas about their own neighbors—the Other, representatives of
other national groups.

At the root of the idea of national conflict lies the question, “Us or them?” Anarchism
offers an alternative: “Both we and they, together and as equals.” By rejecting the nation-
state, which is nothing more than an instrument of oppression and injustice, anarchists open
the way to confederation: the equal cooperation of peoples in all territories. The same land
can be both Serbian and Albanian, Armenian and Azerbaijani… the list is endless. Equality
and self-government, the social pillars of anarchism, are the indispensable conditions for
fruitful and mutually beneficial dialogue between cultures. The need for this dialogue has
not diminished—on the contrary, it has intensified in the twenty-first century.

Reharmonization with Nature

It has long been a commonplace that capitalism in particular and the ever-expanding
economy and consumption in general have an extremely destructive effect on nature. Like-
wise the understanding that this vector of development threatens to destroy humanity and
the planet we call home.

We would like to take a deeper look at the problem. The anthropocentric worldview that
dominates today and the way of life conditioned by it is a particular case of a hierarchical
attitude to the world and toward being as a whole. Nature is “the workshop of Man”… This
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view is not natural, ethical, or acceptable. The true emancipation of humanity cannot take
place unless we overcome our alienation from nature and finding harmony with it.

What ecological measures can anarchism offer? Modern technology should be reori-
ented from maximizing profit to conserving and restoring nature, as well as providing decent
material living conditions for all. Ideally, we should put an end to the extensive expansion
of human destructive influence on nature. The knowledge and capabilities humanity has
accumulated should make it possible to fulfill this task, or at least to advance toward its
fulfillment.

It is of utmost importance to reorganize living space, getting rid of the monstrous mega-
lopolis as a form of human dwelling. The settlement must be proportionate to the person,
no matter how subjective this may sound. The lifeless anthropogenic landscape, which cuts
people off from natural processes, must give way to the harmonious inclusion of the settle-
ment in the natural landscape, the intertwining of the natural and the human.

Here and Now

The intolerable state of our present situation… and the outlines of a renewed world, like
prophetic dreams, stir our minds and hearts. These are the points of mobilization that keep
us from giving up and accepting. That is why we are ready to make efforts, to take risks, to
make sacrifices in order to create a new society. An organized revolutionary struggle is the
path by which we will reach the goal outlined in this text. Victory is possible—and therefore,
we must win.

Phil Kuznetsov [Dmitry Petrov] Anarchist Combatant
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